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We experimentally study rimming flow of a particle-laden fluid. We begin to investigate the details
of the spatiotemporal segregation-band dynamics that were first documented by us elsewhere �E.
Guyez and P. J. Thomas, Phys. Rev. Lett. 100, 074501 �2008��. There exist eight relevant
nondimensional parameters that must be expected to affect the drift dynamics of segregation bands
in particle-laden rimming flow. Here we summarize results from experiments investigating the
effects of three of these parameters that involve the particle size and the particle density. It is shown
that two of the parameters are crucial to the initiation of the band drift and that bands become
stationary whenever either one of the two parameters adopts values below an associated critical
threshold. Based on the physical relevance of the two parameters it is concluded that the initiation
of band drift is strongly affected by a competition between capillary forces and gravitational forces.
The third nondimensional parameter studied here characterizes the bulk particle concentration and
it is found that it controls the band-drift speed in the parameter regime where band drift exists.
© 2009 American Institute of Physics. �DOI: 10.1063/1.3081046�

I. INTRODUCTION

In Refs. 1 and 2 we reported a new segregation phenom-
enon in a simple, generic flow configuration commonly re-
ferred to as rimming flow. Rimming flow is the flow estab-
lished inside a partially fluid-filled cylinder when it rotates
around a horizontal axis of rotation. In Refs. 1 and 2 we
investigated rimming flow for the case when the liquid car-
ries small particles with densities higher or lower than that of
the fluid. It was found that the particles can segregate to form
a series of successive granule-rich azimuthal bands separated
from one another by fluid regions with lower particle con-
centrations or regions entirely free of granules as illustrated
in Fig. 1.

Banding patterns appearing similar to those discussed by
Boote and Thomas1 were also observed in suspensions of
heavy particles within a fully filled horizontal rotating
cylinder,3,4 as well as in suspensions containing neutrally
buoyant particles in a horizontal Taylor–Couette system5–7

and in rimming flows.8 However, it is not yet clear in how far
the patterns in the different systems, and under the different
experimental conditions, do indeed all represent the same
physical phenomenon. For the particular case of rimming
flow where the liquid carries neutrally buoyant particles Jin
and Acrivos9,10 proposed a model for the band formation that
is based on an axially varying viscosity. An associated linear
stability analysis for dilute suspensions showed that such a
particle distribution is unstable to axial perturbations. The
calculated and measured spacings between the bands were
found to be in good agreement.8,10 Nevertheless, this model
may not be appropriate for rimming flow where the particles

are not neutrally buoyant. For instance, the model9,10 cannot
explain the triplet fine structure observed by Thomas et al.2

for rimming flow with particles less dense than the ambient
liquid.

Recently the problem of segregation banding in particle-
laden rimming flow became further involved since Guyez
and Thomas11 reported that the banding patterns in suspen-
sions of heavy particles can display a very complex and of-
ten highly symmetric spatiotemporal behavior that emerges
on time scales of days or weeks as the granule bands drift
very slowly along the direction of the cylinder axis. They
identified a number of different characteristic drift modes
which are not known to exist for rimming flows of neutrally
buoyant particles. For instance, Guyez and Thomas11 ob-
served that depending on the experimental conditions, the
bands can either drift from the end walls of the cylinder
toward its center or, alternatively, from positions along the
cylinder axis toward the end walls. Sometimes the bands
oscillate irregularly in space and time and sometimes they
remain entirely stationary. The purpose of the present experi-
ments was to begin to explore in detail in which regions of
the parameter space the system adopts the different charac-
teristic drift modes.

II. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS AND PARAMETERS

A. Experimental setup

The experiments were performed with the same appara-
tus used for our previous studies1,2,11 The facility is shown in
Fig. 1 and consists of a transparent circular cylinder that is
rotated around a horizontal axis of rotation by means of a
variable-speed motor and a pulley-and-belt drive. The acrylic
cylinder �Blanson Ltd., Leicester� has a length l0=27 cm
and a radius of r0=5 cm. The cylinder can be leveled by
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means of three leveling screws protruding from the bottom
side of the support plate on which the facility and its auxil-
iary equipment is mounted. High-precision horizontal level-
ing is essential to ensure that the band drift is not biased due
to cylinder misalignment. We determined that the band-drift
dynamics become affected when the inclination angle of the
cylinder, with respect to the horizontal, exceeds a few min-
utes of a degree.

The experiments were conducted in a temperature-
controlled room at a temperature of 21�0.5 °C. The work-
ing fluid is silicone oil �Ambersil, F111/500�. We measured
the volume and weight of a sample of the liquid and deter-
mined a density of �=1.108 g cm−3 varying less than 0.5%
over a temperature interval of 21�1 °C. The viscosity of
the silicone oil was measured by means of a Brookfield digi-
tal viscometer �Model DV-E�. A viscosity of �=480 mPa s,
with 3% variations over the same temperature interval, was
found. A ring tensiometer yielded a value of �
=21.2 mN m−1 for the surface tension at the reference tem-
perature. The filling fraction of the cylinder is, for all experi-
ments, equal to F=VF /V=0.14, where VF represents the vol-
ume of the fluid and V is the volume of the cylinder.

Different types of particles were used depending on the
particular goal of each experiment. Most experiments were
conducted using spherical glass particles of density �g

=2.5 g cm−3 �Omya�. The mean diameters of the glass par-
ticles were in the range 0.2 mm�dg�1.1 mm. The maxi-
mum deviation from the mean, as stated by the manufacturer,
is �100 �m for the larger type of particles and �50 �m
for the smaller ones. We also performed experiments with
polyamide, sugar and metal particles of similar mean diam-
eter and associated particle densities which are 1.13, 1.64,
and 7.1 g cm−3, respectively.

In order to clearly establish the nature of the band-drift
dynamics it is required that depending on the experimental
conditions, experiments have to run for at least a day but
often for several days or even weeks �see also Guyez and
Thomas11�. To monitor the experiments we used a program-
mable digital camera �Nikon D100� with a pixel resolution of
2500�3500. Photographs were taken at intervals, �t of 10,
20, or 60 s, depending on the anticipated band-drift velocity
in any particular experiment. The photographs were trans-

ferred in situ to a PC for storage and data processing. For the
data processing of each photograph we extracted a horizontal
pixel line at a position corresponding approximately to that
indicated in Fig. 1 by the dotted line. Each pixel line was
processed such that the location of the bands with high par-
ticle concentrations is represented in black whereas granule-
free regions or regions with low particle concentrations ap-
pear in white. The pixel lines extracted from the successive
photographs of an experiment were then stacked into a single
image to compose a spatiotemporal plot. This type of plot
reveals the drift of the granule bands and thereby illustrates
the overall system dynamics.

B. Governing nondimensional parameters

There exist eight nondimensional parameters that can af-
fect the flow dynamics. Jin and Acrivos9,10 derived seven of
these parameters, for the case of neutrally buoyant particles,
and we have added one further parameter to account for den-
sity differences between the particles and the ambient fluid.
The first parameter is the filling fraction, F=VF /V, of the
cylinder that was already defined in Sec. II A. The next pa-
rameter is the Reynolds number, Re=��h2 /�, where � is
the rotational velocity of the cylinder and h is the mean film
thickness of the liquid film on the inner cylinder wall when
the cylinder rotates. The parameter 	=��� /�gr0, where g is
the gravitational acceleration, characterizes the ratio of vis-
cous and gravitational forces. A capillary number, 

=� /�gr0

2, describes the ratio of surface tension and gravity.
The parameter �=hm /dg characterizes the ratio between the
minimum film thickness, hm, and the mean diameter, dg, of
the granules �according to Joseph et al.,12 hm=0.596	r0�.
The bulk proportion of granules within the fluid is referred to
by �=Vg /VF, where Vg is the volume occupied by the gran-
ules and VF is the fluid volume. The aspect ratio of the cyl-
inder is = l0 /r0. To account for the density difference be-
tween liquid and particles we define a Stokes number, St
= ��g−��gdg

2 /18��r0. This Stokes number is the only new
nondimensional parameter introduced here. It was not previ-
ously required in Jin and Acrivos9,10 since they used neu-
trally buoyant particles only. The Stokes number represents
the ratio between the settling velocity of the particles and the
rotational velocity of the cylinder and also characterizes the
ratio of the drag force and the buoyancy forces acting on the
particles. Here we begin to investigate details of the effects
of St, � and St=0.049, and � on the spatiotemporal drift
dynamics of the segregation bands.

The large number of nondimensional parameters in-
volved in the problem is indicative of the complexity of the
band-drift dynamics described in Guyez and Thomas.11 The
definitions of several of the nondimensional parameters share
some of the same quantities among them. For instance, the
particle size, dg, appears both in the definition of the Stokes
number and in the definition of the parameter �. Hence, al-
tering the particle size results in simultaneous changes of
both these nondimensional numbers. Similar problems arise
for other particle and fluid characteristics in connection with
the remaining nondimensional parameters. This implies that

FIG. 1. Segregation banding pattern in horizontal circular cylinder viewed
head-on.
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establishing the individual effects of each of the nondimen-
sional parameters is not a straightforward process.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Reference experiment

Experiments were carried out for a wide range of the
governing independent experimental parameters. We select
one set of experimental conditions �see Tables I and II� as a
reference experiment and refer to this case as RE. Phase
space was explored by conducting experiments for which
each time only one or two of the independent physical pa-
rameters that are investigated differed from those of RE.
Note that for all experiments the ratio F /	 exceeds the criti-
cal value of 1.6 identified in the context of Jin and
Acrivos.9,10 �Note that in Ref. 11, we erroneously quoted a
critical threshold of �=F /	=0.7 rather than the correct
value of 1.6.�

The spatiotemporal diagram illustrating the band-drift
dynamics of RE is shown in Fig. 2. The position, L, along
the cylinder axis is shown on the abscissa where L=0 corre-
sponds to the left and L=27 cm to the right end wall of the
cylinder. The ordinate on the left-hand side of the plot dis-
plays time, t, in terms of the number of cylinder revolutions,
t /T, where T is the time required for one complete revolution
of the cylinder. Additionally the ordinate on the right-hand
side of the plot displays time in units of days in order to
provide a better feel for the time scales involved in the ex-
periments. Inspection of Fig. 2 reveals the complex and
highly symmetric drift dynamics of the experiment. The
band drift is directed from positions along the cylinder axis
toward the left and right end walls. The bands accelerate as
they approach the end walls. Further details of RE were dis-
cussed by Guyez and Thomas.11

B. Effect of the granule concentration
on the band-drift dynamics

For the experiments discussed in this section the granule
concentration is the only quantity differing from the condi-
tions of RE. The experiments of this section will be referred
to as series GC. As summarized in Table III the mass of the
particles added is increased in ten successive steps �GC1–
GC10� from 20 mg to 240 g such that the bulk concentration
is 0.0027%���32%.

Well-defined bands were first identified for GC2 with
��0.027%; corresponding to about 4000 particles. This
threshold is below that in Boote and Thomas.1 At very low
particle concentrations it required 300 min before bands
could be identified. In their original experiments, Boote and
Thomas1 did not observe the system over sufficiently long
intervals to enable them to identify bands at lowest concen-
trations. The time scale for band formation decreases with
increasing particle concentration. At �=0.27% we identified
bands after 60 min while for the higher concentrations bands
typically form in less than 1 min. In GC1, for the lowest
particle concentration tested, most particles were still ran-
domly distributed throughout the liquid film on the inner
cylinder surface after 1 day of continuous cylinder rotation.
Nevertheless, there was a somewhat higher concentration of
granules in the vicinity of the end walls.

Figures 3–5 show the spatiotemporal evolution of three
typical cases of the series GC1–GC10. The data shown are
for GC3, GC4, and GC8 with �=0.27%, �=2.7%, and �
=16%, respectively, of particles added. Together with Fig. 2
for RE these plots provide a representative overview of the
dynamics displayed by the whole series. One observes that
changing the amount of particles added does not affect the
direction of the band drift. In all the cases the bands drift
toward the two end walls of the cylinder.

Figures 2–5 also reveal that band-drift velocities are low
near the cylinder center and that bands always accelerate as
they approach the end walls. The plots for the lowest and
highest particle concentrations, in Figs. 3 and 5, suggest the
existence of a characteristic length scale where wall effects
affect the drift dynamics. In Fig. 3 the leftmost and rightmost
bands appear to be attracted by the walls while the five cen-
tral bands remain stationary. For higher particle concentra-

TABLE II. Nondimensional parameters for the reference experiment, RE.

Re 	 F 
  � � St

0.016 0.022 14% 0.0008 5.2 8% 1.88 0.007
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FIG. 2. Spatiotemporal evolution of the position of the granule bands in the
reference experiment, RE, with �=8%.

TABLE I. Dimensional parameters for the reference experiment, RE.

r0

�mm�
l0

�mm�
�

�rad s−1�
�

�mpa s�
�

�g mm−3�
V

�ml�
mg

�g�
�g

�g cm−3�
dmin

��m�
dmax

��m�

50 270 0.52 480 1.108 300 60 2.5 250 425
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tions, as in the experiment GC8 of Fig. 5, there exist two
clear boundaries, at L�9 cm and at L�18 cm, separating
the central cylinder section from the left and right wall-near
zones. Note that no new bands are formed within in the edge
zones. We believe that the existence of the well-defined wall-
near zones, and also the acceleration of the bands as they
approach the end walls, clearly suggests that the flow in-
duced in the vicinity of the end walls plays a key role in
governing, and possibly sustaining, the band drift. For the
intermediate particle concentrations, i.e., in Figs. 2 and 4, the
boundaries between the central zone and the wall-near re-
gions are less well defined. Nevertheless, similar to the ex-
periments with higher particle concentrations no new bands
form within a distance of approximately 3–4 cm from the
end walls.

For GC2 and GC3 �Fig. 3�, the two experiments with the
smallest particle concentrations where proper bands develop,
the disappearance of bands near the walls is not followed by
the successive formation of new bands as is the case for the
higher particle concentrations �Figs. 2, 4, and 5�. For the
experiments with low particle concentrations this implies
that the particles contained within the bands reaching the end
walls are deposited in the vicinity of the wall and then re-
main there; there exists no particle recirculation. A recircu-
lation is required by continuity, for indefinitely running ex-
periments with higher particle concentrations where new
bands are continuously generated, if the band drift is associ-
ated with a net particle transport.11

Figures 3–5 reveal further fundamental qualitative differ-
ences between the drift dynamics for low- and high-
concentration experiments. In Fig. 3 the five central bands,
located between approximately L=9 cm and L=18 cm, do
not move at all. This means that the particle concentration is
sufficiently low to enable bands to arrange in such a way that
neighboring bands are not located within their mutual region
of influence. For intermediate particle concentrations �Figs. 2
and 4� the bands are sufficiently close together such that they
synchronize their motion. All bands drift in phase, to the left
in the left half of the cylinder and to the right in the right half
of the cylinder. The appearance of a new band does not affect
the drift direction of any existing band. However, for the
higher particle concentrations, as for GC8 �Fig. 5� or GC9
and GC10, the bands are sufficiently close together that the
emergence of a new band can induce a change in the drift
direction of a neighboring band. This is illustrated in Fig. 6
which constitutes an enlarged representation of the region
7 cm�L�20 cm and 500� t /T�2500 of Fig. 5. Consider
the two bands that start above the two letters A and B in Fig.
6. Band A is generated in the left half of the cylinder �L
�10 cm� but initially drifts toward the right and into the
right half of the cylinder �L�13.5 cm�. At t /T�2000 the
drift direction of band A changes abruptly and the band now
begins to drift leftward. This change of the drift direction
occurs precisely at that instance as band B has formed to the
left of A and begins to drift to the left. Inspection of Fig. 5
reveals that there are several other similar events present
within the diagram.

Figure 7 displays the drift velocity, U, of the bands as a
function of their location, L, and the particle concentration,

TABLE III. Mass of particles added and modified parameters for experiments GC1–GC10.

Expt.

GC1 GC2 GC3 GC4 GC5 GC6 GC7 GC8 GC9 GC10

m �g� 0.02 0.2 2 20 40 80 100 120 180 240

� �%� 0.0027 0.027 0.27 2.7 5.3 10.7 13.3 16 24 32
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FIG. 3. Spatiotemporal evolution of the position of the granule bands in
GC3 with �=0.27%.
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FIG. 4. Spatiotemporal evolution of the position of the granule bands in
GC4 with �=2.7%.
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�. Since all experiments display a high symmetry for the
dynamics in the left and right half of the cylinder only the
data for the left half �L� l0 /2=13.5 cm� are displayed. The
graph quantitatively illustrates how the bands accelerate as
they approach the end wall, i.e., for L→0. An acceleration is
observed for all particle concentrations, �. However, maxi-
mum drift velocities are adopted for experiments with inter-
mediate particle concentrations around 5.3%���8% �note
that 8% is the concentration of RE�.

The existence of a maximum drift velocity in Fig. 7 is
probably the consequence of two competing effects. For par-
ticle concentrations ��5.3% �GC3, GC4, GC5� increasing
concentrations lead to stronger band interactions resulting in
higher drift velocities. However, increasing particle concen-
trations also result in a higher effective viscosity of the
particle-laden liquid. It appears plausible that above �
�8% �Re, GC6–GC10� the decelerating viscosity increase
outweighs the accelerating band-interaction effects resulting
in an overall net reduction of the drift velocities. In this
context we briefly comment on the degree of the axial par-
ticle segregation. We observed that for GC1–GC5 segrega-
tion is complete, in the sense that the space between the
bands is completely devoid of particles, while the segrega-

tion is incomplete for RE and GC6–GC10. Hence, the band-
drift velocity increases with the particle concentration while
segregation is complete. However, it decreases with increas-
ing particle concentration when segregation is incomplete.

Figure 8 displays the number of bands, Nb �circles and
left ordinate�, and the band width, W �squares and right or-
dinate�, as a function of the particle concentration, �. The
bandwidth was measured at the highest point of the cylinder
where the bands are narrowest. Both Nb and W represent
values averaged over the duration of the experiment and the
error bars displayed in Fig. 8 indicate the minimum and
maximum values adopted by the two parameters.

Figure 8 reveals that increasing particle concentrations
lead to an increase in the total number of bands. Effects of
the particle concentration on the number of bands were not
observed by Boote and Thomas1 and Thomas et al.2 since the
particle concentrations in their experiments were only varied
over a substantially narrower interval than in the present
study. Here the values for the particle concentration extend
over four orders of magnitude, in terms of �, compared to
increases of less than one order of magnitude in Refs. 1 and
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FIG. 5. Spatiotemporal evolution of the position of the granule bands in
GC8 with �=16%.
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FIG. 6. Magnification of the section 7 cm�L�20 cm and 500� t /T
�2500 of Fig. 5 for the spatiotemporal band-drift diagram of experiment
GC8 ��=16%�.

FIG. 7. �Color online� The drift velocity, U, of bands in RE and GC3–GC10
as a function of position, L, and particle concentration, �. The data are for
the left half of the cylinder �0�L�13.5 cm�. The black, solid lines repre-
sent the experimental data and the interstitial regions have been interpolated.
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FIG. 8. �Color online� Number of bands, Nb, and band width, W, as a
function of the concentration of particles �.
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2. Small wavelength changes induced by this concentration
increase were negligible in comparison to the changes asso-
ciated with the investigated increase of the rotation rate of
the cylinder. Figure 8 also reveals that the band width, W,
initially increases steeply with the particle concentration. The
bandwidth adopts a maximum of approximately W
=10 mm around �=2.7%. It then decreases to just over W
=6 mm at approximately �=13%, whereupon it remains al-
most constant up to the highest concentration of �=32%.
Note from Fig. 8 that bands are widest for particle concen-
trations roughly equal to those that induce maximum band-
drift velocities in Fig. 7.

A further feature associated with the increase of the par-
ticle concentration that has hitherto not been discussed in the
literature is the formation of small droplets on the granule
bands. Two examples of such droplets are identified in Figs.
9�c� and 9�d� where they are marked by black circles; several
more droplets can be seen on other bands in these two pho-
tographs. The droplets form on the rising front of the rotating
cylinder �facing the camera� and near its top. Once formed
the drops begin to propagate downward along the bands on
the rising cylinder front. It was observed that the rate at
which droplets form depends on the particle concentration.

The mean droplet-formation frequency, fD, is displayed in
Fig. 10 as a function of �. The figure reveals that droplets
were first observed at �=8% �RE�. Note that this is close to
the concentration value that yields maximum band-drift ve-
locities in Fig. 7. In Fig. 10 the droplet-generation frequency
initially increases with the particle concentration, it adopts a
maximum around ��24% and then decreases again. It is
likely that the droplet formation in this series of experiments
arises as a consequence of the action of gravitational forces
associated with the increased effective density within the
particle-rich regions on the granule bands.

C. Effects of the density and the size of the granules
on the band-drift dynamics

1. Parameter regime of the experiments

To study the effects of changing the Stokes number, St,
and the parameter � on the band-drift dynamics a series of
experiments with particles of different densities, �g, and dif-
ferent diameters, dg, were conducted.

The series referred to by GD �Granule Density� corre-
sponds to experiments in which the mean particle diameter
�dg=338 �m� remained unchanged from RE while the par-
ticle density differs from that in RE. The materials used for
GD are polyamide, sugar, and metal particles. The mass of
granules added was selected to yield a value for the bulk
granule concentration ��=8%� equal to that of RE. Table IV
summarizes the modified parameters for series GD. Photo-
graphs with typical flow patterns from series GD are shown
in Figs. 11�a�–11�d�.

c

d

b

a

FIG. 9. Photographs of bands inside the cylinder for different granule con-
centrations. From top to bottom: �=0.27% �GC3�, 5.4% �GC5�, 13.3%
�GC7�, and 32% �GC10�. The black circles in �c� and �d� identify examples
of forming droplets. The black arrows above �a� identify the positions of the
very faint bands in experiment GC3.
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FIG. 10. �Color online� Mean droplet-formation frequency, fD, as a function
of the particle concentration, �.

TABLE IV. The density of the particles and the modified parameters for
series GD.

Expt.

GD1 GD2 RE GD3

Materials Polyamide 6 Sugar Glass Metal

�g �g cm−3� 1.13 1.64 2.5 7.1

m �g� 27.1 39.4 60 170.4

St 0.0001 0.0026 0.0069 0.0297

fD �Hz� 0 0 0.15 5
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For another series of experiments, GDS �Granule Den-
sity Size�, both the particle density and the particle size were
changed simultaneously to further explore the parameter
space in the � and St domain. Note that increasing particle
diameter implies an increasing settling velocity such that the
Stokes number increases accordingly. The characteristic di-
mensions of the particles used in series GDS and the associ-
ated nondimensional numbers are summarized in Table V.
Photographs with typical flow patterns from series GDS are
shown in Figs. 12�a�–12�d�.

2. Quantifying the ability of the bands to drift

Figure 13 shows a map for the experiments of series GD
and GDS identifying whether or not band drift was observed.
For all these experiments the axial segregation is not com-
plete, there always remained some granules in the spaces
between the bands. For the four experiments of series GD—
which includes RE—band drift was observed in RE and GD3
where St�0.0069. The drift dynamics follow the same over-
all qualitative behavior patterns identified in connection with
the other nondimensional parameters discussed in Sec. III B.
However, for the other two experiments of the series, for

TABLE V. The sizes of the particles used in series GDS and the associated
values of the affected nondimensional parameters.

Expt.
�g

�g cm−3�
dmin

��m�
dmax

��m� � St
fD

�Hz�

GDS1 2.5 75 150 5.65 0.0008 0

GDS2 2.5 150 250 3.18 0.0024 0

GDS3 2.5 425 590 1.25 0.0154 1.4

GDS4 2.5 600 800 0.91 0.0296 2.5

GDS5 2.5 800 1000 0.71 0.0490 3.1

GDS6 2.5 1000 1200 0.58 0.0726 ¯

GDS7 1.6 400 600 1.27 0.0058 0

GDS8 1.6 600 800 0.91 0.0113 0.1

GDS9 1.6 800 1000 0.71 0.0188 0.8

GDS10 1.6 1250 1400 0.48 0.0407 1.5

GDS11 7.1 160 315 2.70 0.0147 3.4

GDS12 7.1 400 550 1.35 0.0587 8.1

GDS13 7.1 600 750 0.95 0.1184 ¯

FIG. 12. Photographs of bands for particles with different diameters. From
top to bottom: GDS1, GDS2, GDS4, and GDS6.

FIG. 11. Photographs of bands for particles with different densities, i.e.,
different Stokes numbers. From top to bottom: St=0.0001 �GD1�, St
=0.0026 �GD2�, St=0.0069 �RE�, St=0.0297 �GD3�.
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GD1 and GD2, where St�0.0026, the band-drift ceases. For
the experimental conditions of GD1 and GD2 the bands were
always stationary. This was verified by conducting several
different runs under these experimental conditions with each
run extending over several days. Hence, the results indicate
that the critical Stokes number value above which band drift
is initiated in the present experiment lies in the region be-
tween, roughly, St=0.0026 and St=0.0069.

Timberlake and Morris6 reported fluctuating band mo-
tion for neutrally buoyant particles segregating in a horizon-
tal Taylor–Couette system. This result appears to conflict
with bands being stationary in GD1, where almost neutrally
buoyant polyamide particles were used. However, the issue
can be resolved by considering the differences between the
present experimental setup and that in Ref. 6. In the Taylor–
Couette system of6 the overall main flow structure of the
liquid must differ substantially from that developing in our
cylinder. In the Taylor–Couette system the bounding end
caps of the apparatus are fixed while only the inner cylinder
rotates. However, the discussion in Sec. III B already re-
vealed that the rotating end walls in our experimental setup
almost certainly result in profound effects on the flow struc-
ture inside our cylinder and on the associated band-drift dy-
namics. This implies that a comparison of the flow in the
Taylor–Couette system of Timberlake and Morris6 with that
in our rotating cylinder is not straightforward.

The data of the other series, GDS, enable further insight
into the band-drift phenomenon. For GDS1, the experiment
with the smallest particles and the lowest Stokes number
�St=0.0001� the bands were found to be stationary. This is
consistent with the stationary bands in experiment GD1 and
GD2, where St�0.0026. In GD1 and GD2 the Stokes num-
ber was modified by means of the granule density alone
whereas here in GDS1 it was altered through both size and
density changes. This provides further support to the conclu-
sion that the Stokes number is indeed a governing parameter
as regards the initiation of band drift.

For the experimental conditions of GDS2 �second small-
est particle class, St=0.0024, �=3.18� it was discovered,
through repeated runs under these conditions, that the space-
time plots can display three different dynamic modes. For the
conditions of GDS2 it was observed that sometimes all bands
remained stationary, at other times the central bands were
stationary while the bands closer to the end walls drifted and
sometimes it was observed that all bands drifted. It was fur-
ther found that transitions between the dynamic modes can
occur during a single run as is illustrated in Fig. 14. In this
particular case the figure shows that for times t /T�2500 all
bands drifted outwards, i.e., toward the end walls. For t /T
�2500 the system then adopted a state where only bands at
L�5 cm and L�21.4 cm drifted outward while the central
bands with 5 cm�L�21.4 cm remained stationary. In the
sense of mode transitions becoming possible the experimen-
tal conditions of GDS2 can, thus, be regarded as unstable.
Note that the value of the Stokes number of GDS2, which
can display alternative drift modes, is of the same order of
magnitude as the critical value �St=0.0026–0.0069� that
separates the parameter regions of stationary and drifting
bands in series GD.

A comparison of GDS2 with GD2 reveals the signifi-
cance of the parameter �=hm /dg which characterizes the ra-
tio of the minimum thickness of the liquid film coating the
inner cylinder wall and the particle diameter. GD2 �St
=0.0026� and GDS2 �St=0.0024� have very similar values of
the Stokes number, yet, under the conditions of GD2 the
bands always remained stationary while band drift was pos-
sible in GDS2. The main difference between both experi-
ments lies in the values of � which were �=3.18 for GDS2
and �=1.88 for GD2. Hence, here a change in � alone was
sufficient to induce band drift. The particles in GD2 resulted
in substantially larger surface deformations of the liquid film
that coats the inside of the cylinder than the particles in
GDS2. Larger surface deformations cause stronger surface-
tension induced forces. It is reasonable to conclude that these
forces result in a stiffening of the system and that they will
consequently act toward reducing band drift.
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FIG. 13. �Color online� Diagram illustrating the drift mode of the bands in
the St-� domain: ��� Drifting always observed, ��� unstable state where
bands can be stationary, drifting or both, ��� bands always stationary, ���
stationary central bands and drifting edge bands, �K� bands do not form.
The figures next to the markers identify the mean droplet-formation fre-
quency, fD, in units of hertz ��, bands always move; �, bands always
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GDS2 with St=0.0024 and �=3.18.
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As an aside, note that experiments GDS1 and GDS2,
with the smallest particles, are the only two experiments of
the present study which displayed thin side bands similar to
those referred to as the fine structure by Thomas et al.2 The
side bands can be identified very faintly in Fig. 12�a� but
they were not as well developed as those described by Tho-
mas et al.2

Well-established band drift was also observed for GDS3
�St=0.0154, �=1.25�, for GDS4 �St=0.0296, �=0.91�, and
for GDS11 �St=0.0147, �=2.7�. The overall spatiotemporal
dynamics for all these experiments were very similar to those
of RE shown in Fig. 2. Most importantly, however, we re-
peatedly observed that a change in � alone was sufficient to
suppress the band drift. Consider, for instance, the case of
RE �St=0.007, �=1.88�, GDS8 �St=0.0113, �=0.91� and
GDS3 �St=0.0154, �=1.25�, for which St�RE��St�GDS8�
�St�GDS3�. Here bands were always stationary for experi-
ments with the intermediate Stokes number value of GDS8
whereas they always drifted for experiments with lower �RE�
as well as higher �GDS3� Stokes number. For these three
experiments ��GDS8����GDS3����RE� and, thus, bands
were stationary for the lowest � of GDS8 but bands drifted
for both of the two higher � values of GDS3 and RE. As-
suming that the system dynamics display a continuous and
consistent response to variations of St and � this suggests
that, for these three experiments, it is not the Stokes number
that governed the onset of band drift but, rather, the value of
�. An equivalent behavior in support of this is also displayed
by, for instance, GDS3 �St=0.0154, �=1.25, drifting�, GDS9
�St=0.0188, �=0.71, stationary�, and GDS4 �St=0.0296, �
=0.91, drifting� where St�GDS3��St�GDS9��St�GDS4�
and ��GDS9����GDS4����GDS3�.

For larger Stokes numbers, e.g., for GDS5 �St=0.049,
�=0.79� and GDS12 �St=0.0587, �=1.35�, the drift mode
that is also seen for GDS2, which displays stationary central
bands and drifting edge bands, is adopted. Here, however, we
never observed the occurrence of drifting central bands or
stationary edge bands. The Stokes number for these runs is,
furthermore, large enough to induce strong circumferential
asymmetries of the width of the bands. On the rising front of
the cylinder the bands are now very wide compared to their
width at the top of the cylinder. Accordingly the band thick-
ness has to be larger on the rising front. This results in a
reduced effective value for � on the rising front of the cyl-
inder and this may explain the stationary central bands.

Finally experiments GDS6 �Fig. 12�d�� and GDS13 may
indicate a critical upper limit of the Stokes number for the
occurrence of the segregation phenomena as such. For these
two experiments, with St�0.07, the entire surface in the
upper half of the cylinder was homogeneously covered with
particles; this made it difficult to identify distinct bands
there. However, as can be seen in Fig. 12�d�, further down-
wards on the rising cylinder front band-type structures are
more pronounced again. Here these become apparent
through the type of droplets propagating downwards on the
rising cylinder front similar to those in Figs. 9�c� and 9�d�.

In summary, then, the ability of the bands to drift de-
pends on both the Stokes number, St, and the parameter �.
The bands become stationary whenever either one of these

two parameters becomes too small. The dependence of the
band drift on � suggests the existence of strong surface-
tension effects. As � becomes small the particle interaction
with the free surface of the liquid film becomes important.
The results obtained thus suggest that the capillary forces
induced by the film deformation may be so strong that par-
ticle motions are inhibited and, as a consequence, the forces
act to suppress the band drift.

3. Droplet formation

Similar to series GC in Sec. III B we observed droplet
formation in series GD and GDS. The formation frequency
was measured for each experiment and the results obtained
are included in Fig. 13 where the mean droplet-formation
frequencies, fD, are identified by the numbers next to each of
the markers. The number of droplets forming increases with
increasing Stokes number; as one would anticipate. No drops
were observed in GD2 whereas the formation frequency
reached up to 5 Hz in GD3. Moreover for a fixed value of the
Stokes number, the parameter � also affects the droplet
formation. Small, dense particles result in the formation of
more droplets per unit time than large, light particles. As
regards this compare, for instance, GDS4 �600 �m�dg

�800 �m,�g=2.5 g cm−3�, where fD=2.5 Hz and GD3
�mean dg=338 �m, �g=2.5 g cm−3�, where fD=5 Hz.

IV. CONCLUSION

Eight nondimensional parameters are required to charac-
terize the drift dynamics of segregation bands forming in
particle-laden rimming flow. We first documented, and quali-
tatively discussed, the often very complex and highly sym-
metric spatiotemporal drift dynamics by Guyez and
Thomas.11 Here we began to experimentally study the effects
of the variation of three of the governing nondimensional
parameters in detail. We have investigated effects of the bulk
concentration of the suspended particles ���, effects of the
ratio of the minimum thickness of the liquid film covering
the inside of the cylinder and the particle diameter ���, as
well as effects of the Stokes number �St�.

It was found that whether bands can or cannot drift de-
pends on both the Stokes number and the parameter �. The
bands were observed to become stationary whenever one of
these two parameters becomes too small. The dependence of
the band drift on � does in particular suggest the existence of
strong surface-tension effects. As � becomes small the par-
ticle interaction with the free surface of the liquid film be-
comes more pronounced. It was argued that the capillary
forces induced by the film deformation tend to act toward
inhibiting particle motions and, hence, band drift.

Within the parameter regime of St and � where band
drift is possible the band-drift velocity depends on �. It was
found that the band-drift velocity adopts a maximum near the
end walls which was, in the case of the liquid and particles
used here, reached around ��5%. It was argued that the
existence of a maximum drift velocity is probably the con-
sequence of two competing effects. For lower particle con-
centrations a rising concentration probably leads to stronger
particle-particle and band interactions resulting in higher
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drift velocities. However, increasing particle concentrations
also result in a higher effective viscosity of the particle-laden
liquid. It appears plausible that above the value of � which
yields the highest drift velocity the decelerating effects of a
viscosity increase outweigh the accelerating particle and
band-interaction effects resulting in an overall net reduction
of the drift speeds. For the value of � that yielded maximum
drift velocities it was further observed that the width of the
bands also adopts maximum values. For increasing concen-
trations the band width decreases and the overall band-drift
dynamics become more synchronized.

We emphasize in particular that the drift direction of the
bands is not sensitive to the variations of the particle concen-
tration, the particle size, and the particle density studied here.
In all present experiments the band drift was directed from
the central portion of the cylinder toward the end walls. New
bands were not observed to form adjacent to the end walls.
None of the present experiments displayed the mode docu-
mented by Guyez and Thomas,11 where bands drift from the
end walls toward the cylinder center and where the situation
is reversed and new bands typically form close to the end
walls. Together with the observed accelerated band drift in
the proximity of the end walls this suggests that the flow
dynamics near the end walls and, consequently, the aspect
ratio of the cylinder play key roles in establishing and sus-
taining the drift of the segregation bands. The near-wall flow
dynamics will be affected by the fluid properties and these
may therefore also affect the selection of the drift mode.

Finally we briefly discussed a feature of the flow that has
not been addressed in any previous publication on the sub-
ject. We observed the formation of small droplets near the
top of the cylinder under certain experimental conditions.
Droplets were found to form for large Stokes numbers, large
values of � as well as for large granule concentrations, �. It
was discussed that for large Stokes numbers the droplets
form as a result of their large weight and, thus, from large
gravitational forces acting upon the individual granules. In
the remaining cases it appears that the drops form as a result

of increased net densities and, thus, strong gravitational
forces in regions of high particle concentrations.

Unfortunately we do not yet have results available for
experiments with negative Stokes numbers, i.e., for particles
that are less dense than the ambient liquid. The absence of
these results is due to us not being able to locate a supplier of
light particles with appropriate, i.e., sufficiently large, mean
diameters. The small, light particles available in our labora-
tory, used by Thomas et al.,2 have diameters that yield
Stokes numbers close to zero under conditions where the
other nondimensional parameters would remain unaltered.
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